Looking for information about African American History? Need to research current developments in Black Studies? These and many other questions can be answered with the aid of the resources listed below. If you have additional questions, ask the librarians. They are ready to assist you in finding the information you need.

Reference Books

- African-American Atlas: Black History and Culture
  R 973.0496 As135a
- African American Poets
  R 811.009896 P454a
- African Writers
  R 896 A6835
- Afro-American Fiction; 1853-1976: Guide to Information Sources
  016.813 M336a
- Almanac of Women and Minorities in American Politics
  R 301.592 M364a 1999
- American Immigrant Cultures
  R 301.451 Am344
- Biographical Encyclopedia of the Negro Baseball Leagues
  R 796.357 R453b
- Black History in Oklahoma
  R 976.6 T22b
- Black Music in the United States: An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Reference and Research Materials
  781.7296 F669b
- Black Women in America: An Historical Encyclopedia
  R 920.72 B559
- Black Women in American Bands and Orchestras
  R 785.0922 H192b2
- Chronology of African American History
  R 973.0496 H784c2
- Dictionary of African Mythology
  R 299.6203 Sch295d
- Distinguished African American Scientists of the 20th Century
  R 509.22 D633
- Encyclopedia of African and African American Religions
  R 299.603 En192
- Encyclopedia of African-American Culture and History
  R 973.0496 E5637p
- Encyclopedia of African History and Culture
  R 960.03 P146e
- Encyclopedia of African Nations & Civilizations
  R 960.03 L984
- Encyclopedia of African Peoples
  R 301.45196003 En195 2000
- Encyclopedia of Multicultural Education
  R 370.117 M692e
- Encyclopedia of Southern History
  R 975.003 En197
- Encyclopedia of the American Civil War
  R 973.703 En195
- Encyclopedia of the Harlem Renaissance
  R 700.8996 E56
- Encyclopedia of Twentieth Century African History
  R 960.3103 En197
- From Spirituals to Symphonies: African American Women Composers and Their Music
  R 781.7296 W152f
- Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural America
  R 301.451 G131
- Historical Dictionary of School Segregation and Desegregation
  R 379.263 R122h
- Historical Encyclopedia of World Slavery
  R 301.4493 H626
- MacMillan Encyclopedia of World Slavery
  R 306.362 M1677
- MacMillan Profiles: Heroes and Pioneers
  R 920.02 H432 1998
- Migrant Education: A Reference Handbook
  R 371.82624 G745m
- Multicultural and Diversity in Education: A Reference Handbook
  370.117 Ap525m
- New Grove Dictionary of Jazz
  R 781.5703 N42 2002
- Notable Black American Men
  R 920.7108996 N843
• Notable Black American Women  
  R 920.7208996 N843
• Notable Sports Figures  
  R 796.092 N843
• Oxford Companion to African American Literature  
  R 810.80896 Ox255 1997
• Racial and Ethnic Diversity  
  Ref Desk 301.451 R912r4
• St. James Guide to Black Artists  
  R 709.2396 Sa235 1997
• Violence in America: An Encyclopedia  
  R 301.63 V811 1999
• We the People: An Atlas of America’s Ethnic Diversity  
  R 301.451 AL53w
• World Cultural Leaders of the 20th Century  
  R 700.922 D934w

Books

930  Ancient History  
960  African History  
970  North American History

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

SI  Smithsonian Institute

Articles

Article databases can be found at  
(http://www.swosu.edu/library/)

• Academic Search Complete (EbscoHost)  
• America: History and Life  
• Access World News (NewsBank)  
• JSTOR  
• LexisNexis Academic  
• Newspaper Source (EbscoHost)  
• Wilson Biographies Illustrated Ebsco Host)

For a complete list of periodicals owned by the library, look at the Periodical List  
(http://www.swosu.edu/library/)

Internet Resources

• AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN: ONLINE ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS  
  http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/collections/african-american-women.html
• AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN WRITERS IN THE 19TH CENTURY  
  http://digital.nypl.org/schomburg/writers_aa19/
• AFRICAN AMERICANS IN THE VISUAL ARTS: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE  
  http://www.liu.edu/cwis/cwp/library/aavaahp.htm
• AFRICAN BURIAL GROUND  
  http://www.nypl.org/research/sc/afb/shell.html
• AFRICAN PRESENCE IN THE AMERICAS, 1492-1992  
  http://www.si.umich.edu/CHICO/Schomburg/
• AFRINGENAS: AFRICAN ANCESTORED GENEALOGY  
  http://www.afrigenas.com
• ARCHIVES OF AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSIC AND CULTURE  
  http://www.indiana.edu/~aaamic/
• ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF AFRICAN AMERICAN LIFE AND HISTORY  
  http://www.asalh.org
• CHARLES H. WRIGHT MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY  
  http://www.maah-detroit.org
• FACES OF SCIENCE: AFRICAN AMERICANS IN THE SCIENCES  
  http://webfiles.uci.edu/mcbrown/display/faces.html
• HARLEM 1900-1940: AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY  
  http://www.si.umich.edu/CHICO/Harlem/
• IMAGES OF AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN WRITERS FROM THE 19TH CENTURY  
  http://digital.nypl.org/schomburg/images_aa19/
• LEST WE FORGET: THE TRIUMPH OVER SLAVERY  
  http://digital.nypl.org/lwf/
• LOUIS ARMSTRONG JAZZ ORAL HISTORY PROJECT  
  http://www.nypl.org/research/sc/scl/MULTIMED/JAZZHIST/jazzhist.html
• MALCOLM X: SEARCH FOR TRUTH  
  http://www.nypl.org/research/sc/malcolmx/
• SAMUEL MAY ANTI-SLAVERY COLLECTION  
  http://www.library.cornell.edu/mayantislavery/